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ABOUT US

CENTER FOR
LEADERSHIP

Leadership Fellows Events
The AUSA Young Professionals

Program is a national initiative to
inspire the next generation of leaders

within AUSA communities and the
Total Army by providing networking

opportunities, mentorship, and
professional development programs. 

www.ausa.org/center-for-leadership

General (Retired) Bob Brown, AUSA’s President and
CEO, established the Center for Leadership on
October 1st, 2021 to help develop leaders of
character and cohesive teams across the Total Army.
The Center for Leadership facilitates myriad forums
and platforms to share leader development ideas and
best practices in large forums (LANPAC in May and
the AUSA Annual Meeting in October), smaller
forums (tailored to local Army units and ROTC
programs), and through the “On Leadership” section
of Army Magazine.

The AUSA Center for Leadership delivers relevant
and inspirational programs that develop leaders of
character and cohesive teams across the Total
Army.

Our leadership experts educate, inspire,
and connect with AUSA Members,

Soldiers, and Cadets during speaking
engagements, small group workshops,
and more, focused solely on leadership
lessons. Request a Leadership Fellow

for your next event, FOR FREE!

We develop, plan and execute
leadership events for myriad audiences

which include the Total Army, ROTC
Programs and 122 AUSA Chapters.

OUR PURPOSE
Educate, inspire, and
connect leaders at the
brigade level and below
through leadership
forums that strengthen
the Army Profession.
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https://www.ausa.org/center-for-leadership/leadership-fellows
https://www.ausa.org/center-for-leadership/leadership-fellows


Young Professionals
Forum

This forum held at the AUSA Annual
Meeting and Global Force educates
young professionals and connects

them with AUSA, industry partners
and Total Army leaders. Participants

leave inspired as AUSA’s future
leaders.

LANPAC
Leadership Forum

The LANPAC Leadership Forum
professionally develops and
inspires Total Army Soldiers,

allies, and partners from across
the Indo-Pacific.

Leader Solarium
at the AUSA Annual Meeting

This forum provides an opportunity
for specially selected leaders to give
thoughtful, bottom-up feedback and

recommendations to the Army
Senior Leadership on opportunities

and challenges facing the Total
Army. 

QUESTIONS? Email AUSACenterforLeadership@ausa.org

“Inspiration to Lead”
Exercise

Army Veterans share inspirational
leadership lessons at impactful

historical sites. Previous locations
include the National Mall in

Washington D.C., the National
Museum of the United States Army

and the National Memorial Cemetery
of the Pacific in Hawaii.
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